Differential degradation of intracellular proteins in human skin fibroblasts of mitotic and mitomycin-C (MMC)-induced postmitotic differentiation states in vitro.
Rates of degradation of short- and long-lived proteins were analysed in homogeneous fibroblast cultures of mitotic or mitomycin C (MMC)-induced postmitotic states. When the highly mitotic MFII type cells--the major cell type of so called "early passage" or "young" fibroblasts--differentiate into MFIII type cells, the last mitotic fibroblast type, and further into MMC-induced postmitotic fibroblasts, the degradation of short-lived proteins increases by a factor of 1.4, resulting in significantly reduced half-lives of these proteins in the postmitotic fibroblasts. From the highly mitotic MFII to the final postmitotic PMFVI-type cells via the intermediates MFIII, PMFIV and PMFV, the half lives (t1/2) of short-lived proteins decrease by a total of 122 min in average, from 362 to 240 min. Degradation of long-lived proteins did not change significantly from cell type MFII to PMFVI. As analysed by two-dimensional (2D)-gel electrophoresis the half-lives of the mitotic and postmitotic cell-type-specific proteins except one, protein PIVa (33 kDa; Pi 5.0), range between 33.2 h and 62.9 h. Protein PIVa, the first protein specific for postmitotic cells, is initially expressed 18 h after the induction of the postmitotic state by mitomycin C (MMC) and has a half-life of approximately 66 min. This may indicate that protein PIVa could function as one possible regulatory factor controlling the postmitotic differentiation state.